20 mm

Due to FDA regulations,
Glass specifications for
we cannot print
item G3960 16 oz. Mixing Glass
above 20 mm from the lip of
We are Macintosh based
the glass
and accept artwork in the
following format:
Vectorized EPS file .

The print area is as follows:

Please include all fonts with the
art file or convert them into
outlines. Please include all
PMS numbers for your colors.

As far as width is concerned
we can print a full wrap around
the glass, the maximum width
being 9.09 ",leaving a 1/4 " gap
between the art.

3.75"

As far as the height is
concerned the max we
can print is 3 3/4 " in height.

Our glasses are screen printed
using spot colors. We can currently
print anywhere between 1 and 5
colors.
EXAMPLE

1/4"

When a Full Wrap
is printed the art does
not "touch" or "meet",
instead there is a1/4"
gap in between the art.

G3960
16 oz. Mixer

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE
Please keep in mind that if you are
printing a square logo, or printing
close to the bottom of the glass
tapering will take place due to the
taper in the glass.
3.3" IN WIDTH

If your logo is NOT a full wrap, but is 1 or 2 sided,
In order for your logo to remain legible
it should not exceed 3.3" in width.

PMS Colors
PMS 1767 PMS 1777 PMS 1787

PMS 032

PMS 1797 PMS 1807 PMS 1817

PMS 182

PMS 183

PMS 184

PMS 185

PMS 186

PMS 187

PMS 188

PMS 189

PMS 190

PMS 191

PMS 192

PMS 193

PMS 194

PMS 195

PMS 1895 PMS 1905 PMS 1915 PMS 1925 PMS 1935 PMS 1945 PMS 1955

PMS 196

PMS 197

PMS 198

PMS 199

PMS 200

PMS 201

PMS 202

PMS 203

PMS 204

PMS 205

PMS 206

PMS 207

PMS 208

PMS 209

PMS 210

PMS 211

PMS 212

PMS 213

PMS 214

PMS 215

PMS 216

PMS 217

PMS 218

PMS 219

RUBINE

PMS 220

PMS 221

PMS 222

PMS 223

PMS 224

PMS 225

PMS 226

PMS 227

PMS 228

PMS 229

When choosing what colors to print please try to provide
us with a PMS (Pantone Matching System) number. Sometimes
a customer will tell us to “just print RED”. If you look at the
chart you will notice that there are many different “REDS”
you can choose from and this is only a small sampling.
The chart is an example of a page from a PMS book. In a
PMS book all colors are assigned a number. You can purchase a PMS book from
any art supply store or visit the following web page
http://www.pantone.com for more information.
Keep in mind that if you visit the web page the colors you see on your
screen will vary from what is actually printed since colors vary from monitors versus
what is printed on paper versus our ceramic paints.

Process vs.Spot

Vectorized Spot color

Enlarged to show details

The above image was printed using Spot color printing.
In order to achieve the colors needed in the individual file we
had to pick solid PMS colors, as the files below show. Our inks are
Ceramic based and do not mix or blend to create other colors as
Process inks do. We also need to print White, whereas printing process
on White paper essentially makes the White a “free” color, this is
one advantage printing on glass that we do not have.

PMS
466

PMS
186

PMS
429

PMS
293

BLACK

WHITE

Red, Green, Blue

Cyan, Magenta, Yellow

Custom Glassware Contact Information
Ed Magdziak

Hector Raso
Art Director, North America

Small Deco/Customer Service Representative

Tel: 973.628.0900 ext - 6352

Tel: 973.628.0900 ext - 6154

Fax: 973.686.2122
E-Mail: hector.RASO@arc-intl.com

Fax: 973.633.5555
E-Mail: ed.MAGDZIAK@arc-intl.com

When sending artwork e-mail is the preferred medium. Since e-mail is instant this will result with the fastest
turnaround time. When mailing art via regular mail on a CD, please expect a delay on art approval and
proof/sample time due to shipping time. Please make all packages at attention to Hector Raso:

43 Route 46 East
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
Our full line of glassware can be found at http://www.cardinalfoodservice.com or to
request a catalog please contact or customer service department at 973.628.0900.

